ACADEMIC SENATE
of
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
San Luis Obispo, CA
AS-896-20
RESOLUTION ON ONLINE TEACHING & LEARNING

Impact on Existing Policy: This resolution rescinds and replaces AS-750-12. i

WHEREAS, A previous resolution related to online teaching and learning, AS-750-12: Resolution on eLearning Policy, is eight years old, and;

WHEREAS, Online education and technology-mediated instruction is rapidly evolving in all its forms, sparking the need to periodically reevaluate campus policies and procedures.

WHEREAS, The Academic Senate Task Force on Online Teaching & Learning and the Academic Senate Curriculum Committee have endorsed the attached policy entitled “Online Teaching & Learning Policy at California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo;” therefore be it

RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate rescinds AS-750-12 and adopts the attached Online Teaching & Learning Policy at California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo document.

Proposed by: Academic Senate Online Teaching and Learning Task Force
Date: April 28, 2020

i (1) Describe how this resolution impacts existing policy on educational matters that affect the faculty. Examples include curricula, academic personnel policies, and academic standards.
(2) Indicate if this resolution supersedes or rescinds current resolutions.
(3) If there is no impact on existing policy, please indicate NONE.
Online Teaching & Learning Policy

at

California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo

Preamble

Over the course of the last two decades, online education internationally, nationally, and in California has expanded rapidly with institutions of higher education investing time, energy, and resources into developing comprehensive offerings for students at the course and degree level. With advances in technology coupled with growing need for flexibility in higher education, both hybrid and fully online courses have become more prevalent at Cal Poly. With that prevalence has come the need to update the curriculum approval process, remove the e-Learning Addendum, and more fully integrate the review of online modalities into the regular process of curricular review.

The Online Teaching & Learning Task Force was convened to address the concerns that have been brought by faculty from across the university as well as by the Academic Senate Curriculum Committee, with the hope that this resolution will serve to standardize the process for all modalities while at the same time ensuring accountability and rigor in the offering of online education through development of new policies, continuation or refinement of existing policies, and policy recommendations supporting existing policy.

Modality Designations

One of the first targeted areas was to establish clear definitions related to modalities (i.e., methods of delivery) for online teaching and learning instruction. This is not to be confused with modes of delivery, as Cal Poly officially has six recognized modes of delivery to include: lecture, lab, activity, discussion, seminar, and supervision.
With our standing as one of 23 universities in the California State University (CSU), and considering the CSU’s stated commitment to online education through the CSU Fully Online Course Match program, it is natural to look to others in the system and the CSU Academic Senate to aid in that goal of defining the associated modalities involved with online instruction. The CSU Academic Senate approved AS-3169-14/AA (Rev): Designation and Compilation of Course Modalities on May 16, 2014. Therefore, the following CSU course modality (i.e., methods of delivery) definitions shall be adopted with the additional caveat that updates to these definitions be made in step with the CSU Academic Senate (exact wording is included first with additional explanatory details provided in italics to aid understanding related to each modality):

A. **Face-to-Face Course, Traditional (FT)** - Instruction occurs in real time (synchronously), with student(s) and faculty present in the same location.

   Note. The FT modality does not prohibit or limit technology-mediated instruction and may include a range of technological and online enhancements (e.g., integration of a learning management system to post the syllabus and assignments, flipped design with lecture material online to enhance active learning in the classroom, etc.). However, scheduled in-person face-to-face class sessions are not normally replaced with online activities.

B. **Face-to-Face Course, Online (FO)** - Instruction occurs in real time (synchronously), with student(s) and faculty present via technology (e.g., television, tele-conference, video-conference, or chat).

   Note. Instruction is conducted solely online in the FO modality without any in-person meetings for orientation, exams, etc. For the FO modality, 100% of the course activities take place online. The difference between FO and RO is the synchronous delivery method and the need for scheduling of set meeting times.

C. **Local Course, Online (LO)** - Instruction occurs over the Internet (asynchronously). Scheduled face-to-face meetings may be required for orientation and student evaluation.

   Note. “Student evaluation” refers mainly to student assessments such as midterm and final exams but may also include course/instructor evaluations. For the LO modality, in-person face-to-face meetings do not exceed twenty-five percent (25%) of the course activities.

D. **Remote Course, Online (RO)** - Instruction occurs over the Internet (asynchronously). Students do not need to be on campus for any portion of coursework.
Note. Instruction is conducted with students and instructors working at separate times and in different physical locations. For the RO modality, 100% of the course activities take place online. The difference between RO and FO is the asynchronous delivery method without the need for scheduling of any set meeting times.

E. **Hybrid Course (HY)** – A course offering that combines FT and FO/LO/RO. To be considered hybrid, a course will meet via FO/LO/RO for roughly 25%-75% of class sessions.

Note. Instruction using a blend of traditional and online methods. Online sessions may or may not occur in real time (synchronous). For the HY modality, at least 25% of the course activities take place online.

F. **Flexible Course (FL)** - Course allows for more than one modality; students choose the modality (or modalities) suiting their needs from instructor-identified options.

New course proposals and course modifications shall specify the mode and modality, which establishes the expected contact hours or their equivalent (see “Credit Hours” section of resolution below for policy recommendations).

**Credit Hours**

In compliance with federal andWSCUC requirements as well as CSU Coded Memo AA-2011-14, Cal Poly has a credit hour policy requiring the following:

1. One hour of classroom or direct faculty instruction and a minimum of two hours of out-of-class student work each week for ten to twelve weeks for one quarter hour of credit; or

2. At least an equivalent amount of work for other academic activities as established by the institution, including laboratory work, internships, practica, studio work, and other academic work leading to the award of credit hours.

In practice, this means that, for each unit of credit, a FT course in lecture/seminar mode shall engage the student for one hour of classroom or direct faculty instruction and a minimum of two hours of out-of-class student work each week, for a total of 30 hours each quarter. For each unit
of credit, a FT course in activity mode requires two hours of instruction and one hour of out-of-class work, while a FT course in laboratory mode requires three hours of instruction and no out-of-class work.

In courses with modalities that include online instruction (FO, LO, RO, HY, & FL), direct faculty instruction takes the place of classroom time, and a credit hour may be measured by an equivalent amount of direct instruction (e.g., text-based learning modules, asynchronous screencast lectures, lecture transcripts, recorded podcasts, assigned videos, faculty-mediated asynchronous or synchronous discussions, quizzes/exams, etc.). The equivalent for out-of-class work is very similar to that provided in the FT modality (e.g., assigned reading, homework problems, non-faculty mediated discussion board posts, individual/group projects, papers, service-learning, etc.). Proposals for online courses should address these credit-hour requirements, assuring that the courses in their proposed modes and modalities will entail the equivalent hours of instruction or out-of-class work.

**Faculty Responsibility for Curricular and Quality Control**

Cal Poly faculty have the collective and exclusive responsibility for determining the pedagogies, instructional methods, and best practices most appropriate for their instructional modules, courses, and academic programs (pursuant to administrative assurance of resources).

At the department and program level, faculty with expertise in their respective disciplines are empowered to make decisions regarding the curriculum and present such decisions to the college and university levels for further review and approval. These decisions include those regarding the appropriate mode and modality for instruction.

For each of the listed modalities defined previously, a corresponding code shall be developed in the Cal Poly online curriculum system in conjunction with the Registrar’s Office and with the intention that the modality be populated accordingly to inform students in advance of the modality being offered.
For approval of all new courses moving forward, these modalities shall be integrated into the approval process with accompanying questions being required irrespective of the modality that is chosen.

In lieu of an eLearning Addendum (see “Removal of eLearning Addendum” section of resolution), the following standardized questions shall be included under the current Course Delivery and Resources section in all new course proposals and course modifications (note that course learning objectives or CLOs are required for all new course proposals, and course modifications shall include a question as to whether or not CLOs are being adequately addressed if a course modality is being added and/or changed):

1. What is the primary modality in which the course is intended to be taught?
2. Indicate other modalities in which the course is intended to be taught.

*Note. All modalities that are defined above will be populated and defined here. These questions shall replace the current two questions that are nearly identical in wording but with options for In-Person, Hybrid, Online, and Other.*

The following questions shall be included in the Cal Poly course management system (with any modifications agreed on by the Academic Senate Curriculum Committee in conjunction with the Registrar’s Office):

To maintain accreditation standards and quality curricular control, please answer the following questions about direct instruction and out-of-class work (or its equivalent for online): *Note. Hours estimate should be on a weekly basis.*

1. Hours of face-to-face instruction (*may include instruction through web-conferencing software such as Zoom, Skype, Microsoft Teams, or its equivalent*):
2. Briefly describe planned methods of direct instruction face-to-face (*e.g., lecture, discussion, small group problem-solving, videos, demonstrations, etc.*):
3. Hours of direct instruction online:
4. Briefly describe planned methods of direct instruction online (*e.g., text-based learning modules, asynchronous screencast lectures, lecture transcripts, recorded*
podcasts, assigned videos, faculty-mediated asynchronous or synchronous discussions, quizzes/exams, etc.:

5. Hours of out-of-class work or its equivalent for online:

6. Briefly describe planned methods for engaging students in out-of-class work or its equivalent for online (e.g., assigned reading, homework problems, non-faculty mediated discussion board posts, individual/group projects, papers, service-learning, etc.):

In addition, course proposal and course modification forms shall include the following for all modalities:

1. Include the course learning objectives (CLOs) and assessment methods designed to measure attainment of CLOs.

2. Please include a list of measures that will be employed to ensure academic integrity in the assessment of students’ attainment of the CLOs.

3. Indicate the names of faculty members who will initially teach the course, and if one (or more) of the online modalities (FO, RO, LO, HY, & FL) are being proposed, please briefly provide their prior online experience and/or training.

It should be noted that courses and their accompanying modes and modalities are approved at the university level, not the faculty who propose and/or teach the courses. Departments should carefully consider those who are assigned to teach any course but particularly those within the online modalities due to the specialized skills required.

Faculty who are assigned to teach and/or develop courses with online modalities (FO, RO, LO, HY, & FL) are strongly encouraged to either have prior online pedagogical experience and/or engage in appropriate training.

There are various offerings of online education training and certification, and opportunities for engagement change rapidly. Rather than endorse any one set of criteria or standard, we recommend that faculty consult with Cal Poly’s Center for Teaching, Learning & Technology (CTLT) and the California State University’s (CSU) Quality Assurance Program (including the
associated “Core 24” objectives) for the latest in professional development related to online education (applies to both initial and ongoing development of online modalities).

Cal Poly’s Center for Teaching, Learning & Technology is currently located at: https://ctlt.calpoly.edu/

California State University’s (CSU) Quality Assurance Program is currently located at: http://courseredesign.csuprojects.org/wp/qualityassurance/

**Removal of eLearning Addendum**

Previously, new course proposals involving online education and course modifications that involved a change in the modality beyond the 51% threshold of contact time (i.e., face-to-face) required an additional eLearning Addendum. The eLearning Addendum shall be removed from the course approval and course modification process. However, any change in the modality (defined previously above) of an existing course from the modality or modalities listed in the original course proposal shall require a course modification.

**Accessibility**

For all courses, irrespective of modality, course materials shall be accessible and comply with state and federal laws and guidelines. Instructors offering courses in online modalities are required to make sure all course materials are accessible. *For example, videos include closed captions, documents are created with accessibility features such as Word Styles and PDF tags, and materials posted on Canvas are accessible.*

Additionally, instructors are encouraged to utilize SensusAccess, a free software tool available to Cal Poly students, staff and instructors, that can provide alternative formats of electronic materials, such as converting a PDF file to MP3 format. Cal Poly will soon be integrating Blackboard ALLY into the Canvas LMS. ALLY will identify inaccessible course content within the LMS and provide guidance to fix issues. ALLY provides alternative formats of course materials, similar to SensusAccess, and includes translations to other languages as well.
As technology and standards evolve, instructors utilizing technology-mediated instruction in any capacity are highly encouraged to maintain currency in accessibility standards and utilize the appropriate means/methods to ensure equitable access for all students.

For more information, see the California State University Board of Trustees Policy on Disability Support and Accommodations; Executive Order (EO) 1111 that is currently located at: https://calstate.policystat.com/policy/6590867/latest/

University Resource Responsibilities

Information Technology Services (ITS), Robert E. Kennedy Library, CTLT, and other university agencies may be called upon to provide necessary resources and services for the successful implementation of online education courses and programs.

These resources and services include:

1. **Student Training.** Where applicable, the University will provide training in online education technology and use to students through web-based resources and virtual instruction.

2. **Faculty Training.** Where applicable, the University will provide training in the use of online education technologies and pedagogy to faculty through face-to-face workshops (if feasible), web-based resources, and virtual instruction.

3. **Technical Support.** Where applicable, the University will provide help desk services, account maintenance, software and hardware assistance, etc., as needed to support online education courses and programs.

4. **Testing Services.** Where applicable, the University will provide access to appropriate test proctoring services either via a physical location and/or virtual means aligned with best practices as defined by the California State University’s (CSU) Quality Assurance Program. These testing services should include adequate safeguards designed to aid faculty in ensuring academic integrity for online education courses and programs.
5. **Information and Facility Services.** The University will provide adequate access to library resources, laboratories, facilities, and equipment appropriate to online education courses and programs.

6. **Student Services.** The University will provide adequate access to the range of student services appropriate to support online education courses and programs, including admissions, financial aid, academic advising, and placement and counseling.

7. **Student Evaluations.** The University should collaborate with faculty to develop and deploy student evaluation tools for online education courses that are consistent with the Unit 3 Collective Bargaining Agreement.

**Assessment of Online Education Courses and Programs**

Criteria for assessing the quality and efficacy of online education-based instruction shall be developed by the academic units from which the instruction originates. Online education courses, sections, and programs shall be held to the same standards as traditional classroom instruction when reviewed by department, college, and university program review committees.

Program review committees shall evaluate the educational effectiveness of online education courses (including assessments of student-based learning outcomes, student retention, and student satisfaction), and when appropriate, determine comparability to courses taught only in a face-to-face traditional classroom modality. This process shall also be used to assure the conformity of online education courses and programs to prevailing online education quality standards, and as standards evolve, the appropriate standards for quality online teaching and learning should be utilized for assessment. Ultimately, online education courses and programs shall be consistent with the educational missions and strategic plans of the department, college, and university.
Contracting and the Use of Outside Resources

The University shall not agree to a contract with any private or public entity to deliver or receive online education courses or programs for academic credit without the prior approval of the relevant department and college. In addition, all such contracts shall be in compliance with the relevant University policies and guidelines. The impetus for such a contract shall originate with the Cal Poly faculty, who would decide whether there is an instructional need and how best to fill it. As part of its review of online education-based courses within the scope of this policy document, the Academic Senate Curriculum Committee in conjunction with ITS shall determine the suitability of hosting course materials on non-university facilities.

Intellectual Property Rights

Faculty with questions about intellectual property rights related to online modalities should consult the latest Intellectual Property Policy at Cal Poly that is currently located at: https://research.calpoly.edu/policyIP

Admissions

Admissions criteria for online education-based courses shall be the same as for traditional face-to-face courses. Agencies providing funding for online education courses or programs shall not acquire any privileges regarding the admission standards, academic continuation standards, or degree requirements for students or faculty.

Course Descriptions and Advertising Guidelines

Faculty and students have a right to know the modalities and technological requirements of each course, program, and degree offered by the University. This information shall be communicated to students in all relevant communications. Publicized descriptions of online education courses
shall note the modality according to the definitions listed above.

**Online Education Course and Program Funding**

Funding sources for the development of online education courses and programs shall be explicitly stated in all online education-based course and program proposals. Funding sources may include any combination of grants, self-support, private contributions, and state support. The originating department shall develop the funding source proposal through traditional means and shall make a recommendation to the Academic Senate as to the suitability and viability of the proposed funding source. If applicable, such proposals shall include funding for the services of an instructional designer.

**Use of Online Education Technologies is Optional**

Nothing in this resolution nor these policies shall imply that online education is a preferred or required method of instruction. Implementation of these policies shall comply with existing campus policies and collective bargaining agreements where applicable (e.g., workload and faculty rights). It should also be explicitly noted that faculty may not be required to teach more students in an online modality than they would be assigned to teach in a face-to-face modality.

This resolution is not meant to restrict or rigidly control the general use of technology-mediated instruction in the classroom.

**Applicability of Resolution**

This resolution and associated policies shall apply to all new and existing credit-bearing courses and programs offered by Cal Poly.
Summary of Policies and Policy Recommendations Established in Resolution

As stated, this resolution rescinds AS 750-12 and provides for the following policies and policy recommendations (in summary, the following is not meant to supersede the full explanations provided herein):

New Policy

- Course modality (i.e., methods of delivery) designations approved by the California State University (CSU) Academic Senate shall be adopted with the additional caveat that updates to these definitions be made in step with the CSU Academic Senate.
  - For each of the modalities, a corresponding code shall be developed in the Cal Poly online curriculum system in conjunction with the Registrar’s Office and with the intention that the modality be populated accordingly to inform students in advance of the modality being offered.
  - For approval of all new courses moving forward, the course modalities shall be integrated into the approval process with accompanying questions being required irrespective of the modality that is chosen.
  - The exact questions (i.e., fields) to be included in the Cal Poly course management system have been provided in this resolution with any modifications agreed on by the Academic Senate Curriculum Committee in conjunction with the Registrar’s Office.
- New course proposals and course modifications shall specify the mode and modality, which establishes the expected contact hours or their equivalent.
- The eLearning Addendum shall be removed from the course approval and course modification process.
- Any change in the modality of an existing course from the modality or modalities listed in the original course proposal shall require a course modification.

Recommendations Supporting New or Existing Policies

- Proposals for online courses should address credit-hour requirements, assuring that the courses in their proposed modes and modalities will entail the equivalent hours of instruction or out-of-class work.
• Faculty who are assigned to teach and/or develop courses with online modalities are
strongly encouraged to either have prior online pedagogical experience and/or engage in
appropriate training.

Continuation of and/or Support for Existing Policy

• For all courses, irrespective of modality, course materials shall be accessible and comply
with state and federal laws and guidelines. Instructors offering courses in online
modalities are required to make sure all course materials are accessible.
• The University shall not agree to a contract with any private or public entity to deliver or
receive online education courses or programs for academic credit without the prior
approval of the relevant department and college.
• Admissions criteria for online education-based courses shall be the same as for traditional
face-to-face courses. Agencies providing funding for online education courses or
programs shall not acquire any privileges regarding the admission standards, academic
continuation standards, or degree requirements for students or faculty.
• Faculty and students have a right to know the modalities and technological requirements
of each course, program, and degree offered by the University. This information shall be
communicated to students in all relevant communications. Publicized descriptions of
online education courses shall note the modality according to the definitions listed in this
resolution.
• Funding sources for the development of online education courses and programs shall be
explicitly stated in all online education-based course and program proposals. Funding
sources may include any combination of grants, self-support, private contributions, and
state support. The originating department shall develop the funding source proposal
through traditional means and shall make a recommendation to the Academic Senate as
to the suitability and viability of the proposed funding source. If applicable, such
proposals shall include funding for the services of an instructional designer.
• Nothing in this resolution nor these policies shall imply that online education is a
preferred or required method of instruction. Implementation of these policies shall
comply with existing campus policies and collective bargaining agreements where
applicable (e.g., workload and faculty rights). It should also be explicitly noted that
faculty may not be required to teach more students in an online modality than they would be assigned to teach in a face-to-face modality.

- This resolution is not meant to restrict or rigidly control the general use of technology-mediated instruction in the classroom.

---

1 (1) Describe how this resolution impacts existing policy on educational matters that affect the faculty. Examples include curricula, academic personnel policies, and academic standards.
(2) Indicate if this resolution supersedes or rescinds current resolutions.
(3) If there is no impact on existing policy, please indicate NONE.